
Eikon connects you to the key news, macroeconomic data, analytics and markets, 
providing you with information you need to make more informed investment decisions.
During earnings season, analysts weigh in with their bets on thousands of companies that are reporting results. Eikon provides a vast 
resource of quality data and the tools to make sense of it.

This short guide will give you 10 easy steps to navigate earnings seasons and help you better focus on where the action will be:

1. Get a quick summary of a company’s guidance and expectations
Start your analysis by reviewing numeric and non-numeric guidance summaries for a company in Eikon to gather company guidance 
including Street Estimates.

10 Easy steps to navigate 
earnings season

How to access:
Type in a company name or symbol and select Overview. Access the Guidance Summary by clicking on the Estimates drop-down menu. 

2. Review past reporting and stock reaction
Using the Historical Surprise you can quickly view how a company has reported and performed in past quarters.

How to access:
Access the Historical 
Surprise by clicking  
on the Estimates  
drop-down menu.
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3.  Examine overall stock positioning: 
StarMine Earnings Scores

Using the StarMine® Combined Alpha Model (CAM), gauge an 
overall earning score of an instrument. The score is derived  
from the optimal combination of available quantitative models 
across value, momentum, ownership and quality models.

How to access:
Access the Combined Alpha Model by clicking on the Peers  
& Valuation drop-down menu from the Company Overview.

4.  Dig into beat or miss probabilities: 
Review SmartEstimates

SmartEstimates® help you better predict earnings and analyst 
revisions with estimates that place more weight on recent 
forecasts by top-rated analysts. SmartEstimates are created in 
two steps: First, we exclude stale estimates and data errors,  
then weight the remaining estimates based on each analyst’s 
track record and the date of the estimate.

How to Access:
Access the Detailed Estimates by clicking on the Estimates 
drop-down menu. From this view you will be able to see the 
Predicted Surprise and how the SmartEstimate correlates with 
the consensus. Scroll down to review all the analysts’ opinions 
on a company, review their accuracy and what weight the 
SmartEstimate has given their opinion.
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5. Review peer performance
Utilize the Earnings Season App to see what peers did and 
aggregate revenue trends for the same industry.

How to Access:
Earnings App

Type EARN into the Eikon search box.

Aggregates App

Type AGGR into the Eikon search box.

6.  Review the supply chain: Gain insight 
into top customers and suppliers

Use the Value Chains App to view the company’s top customers 
and suppliers and delve into these companies to view if and how 
they have reported.

How to Access:
Type *Security Code or name* VCHAINS into the Eikon search 
box. Alternatively, you can access by clicking on the Peers & 
Valuation drop-down menu within the Company Overview.
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7.  Aggregate research insights with  
one click

Use the Search & Discover App to gather most relevant KPIs  
and commentary. With this app, you can perform one search 
across Filings, News, Research and Transcripts with intelligent 
search functionality.

How to Access:
Type SD into the Eikon search box.

8.  Look into recent ownership trends: 
Who owns what?

Review the detailed ownership in Eikon to see which funds 
bought and sold most recently, any major insider buys or sells, 
and more.

How to Access:
Click on Ownership from the menu within a company view.

9.  Look for signals from the Options 
market, Trading and Charts 

Options Monitor 
Options Monitor allows you to look for large options positioning 
or Short Interest changes into the Earnings.

How to Access:
Access the Options Monitor by clicking on the Derivatives drop-
down menu from the Company Overview.
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Charting
Use Eikon’s Charting tools to look for signals from levels  
and volumes.

How to Access:
To access, go to the Price & Charts drop-down menu in the 
Company Overview. Select Chart Studies to access a range 
of pre-built chart studies including Altman Z-score, ESG, 
Performance, Price, Technical and Valuation charts.

10.   Build a good understanding of what’s 
happening next 

The Events App and Industry App show key events in any sector.

Type ADVEV to do an Advanced Events Search across events by 
company, industry or country. 

Type INDUS to access the Industry App so you can explore 
industries and sectors looking at key metrics, news, research, 
events and more.
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POWERED BY QUALITY DATA AND ANALYTICS

I/B/E/S® Estimates
Provides the most complete global view; active estimates are available across over 21,000 companies in over 87 countries. There are 
several ways to view Estimates data including new Statement and Detail views.

StarMine
Unique value-add analytics and predictive financial modeling, help you make better and faster investment decisions. Better predict 
earnings using the StarMine SmartEstimate; our analytics are regularly more accurate than the consensus for earnings estimates, 
helping you better predict future earnings and analyst revisions. They also serve as powerfully effective inputs to your proprietary 
financial models and are used in StarMine quantitative models.

Fundamentals
With over 35 years of experience collecting and publishing company fundamentals, we cover 99% of the world’s market cap. Our content 
provides you with the current financial health of a company and – when combined historically – the financial life story of the company.

Quarterly picks to beat or miss earnings expectations
Each quarter, the research team at Refinitiv uses the data and analytics listed above to predict which companies might beat or miss 
earnings expectations. Visit lipperalphainsight.com to get access to these quarterly reports and subscribe to updates.

Don’t have Eikon?
Visit refinitiv.com/eikon to request a free trial.

http://lipperalphainsight.com
http://refinitiv.com/eikon

